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——————-

Two key developments last week in the world of Bitcoin may eventually be remembered as
milestones in its evolution as a mainstream payments system.

First, investors publicized a Bitcoin derivatives transaction – a “bitcoin swap” – with
standardized documentation.

And second, the IRS clarified the tax treatment of Bitcoin, noting that Bitcoin is not
money, but rather property.

These may not seem like momentous occurrences, but they represent the development of
clear rules and market infrastructure around Bitcoin and Bitcoin transactions.

As governments take their first steps to define and regulate Bitcoin, proponents should
consider treating these developments not as a “threat,” but rather as an opportunity to
build additional clear rules and infrastructure around Bitcoin. These clear rules and
infrastructure involve things as mundane as account custody and segregation, settlement
systems, accounting and auditing procedures, and regulatory oversight. But they are the
steps needed to promote public confidence in the integrity of the system. That confidence
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is a necessary component if Bitcoin is going to fulfill its promise as an emerging
mainstream payments system with significant advantages over existing competitors.

Bitcoin, at its core, is a payments system, a potential competitor to debit card and credit
card providers, PayPal, or even Fedwire. By using a decentralized network, Bitcoin
employs public key cryptography to safely and efficiently transfer funds. Unlike networks
that use a centralized payment hub, Bitcoin’s network is spread out, potentially making it
more resilient.

And it has the potential to be a true economic good, significantly reducing transaction
costs, particularly in developing economies and with other unbanked individuals. With the
recent decision on debit card interchange rules and the potential for higher fees, the
opportunity for Bitcoin may be even bigger than expected.

The currency is mostly a byproduct of this system.

To use Bitcoin’s payment system, you convert your dollars into Bitcoins, which are then
transferred using the decentralized network. The person receiving your Bitcoins then
converts them back into dollars. But the network computers processing your transaction
are also “mining” Bitcoins.

Effectively, those providing the computing backbone are compensated with new Bitcoins,
which they can then convert into dollars. Rather than paying for transferring money
through a swipe fee or a merchant fee, you pay for the payments infrastructure in the form
of what’s been “mined.” And it turns out that this may be cheaper than traditional
payments systems.

Through its relatively short history, Bitcoin currency has been extremely volatile, and
that’s a problem for a payments system. If I’m trying to transfer $100 dollars using
Bitcoin’s payment system and it turns out my payment may end being worth $80-$120, it’s
a little hard to transact business. Most merchants are not in the business of taking on
currency risk.

The natural answer to managing currency risk is a well-functioning derivatives market,
which is what makes last week’s report of Bitcoin swaps so important. The ability to lay off
the currency risk of Bitcoin will allow merchants to benefit from the payments system
without taking the risks associated with its volatility.

Over time, Bitcoin derivatives markets should become deeper, more standardized, and
more liquid, reducing hedging costs. Today these transactions may be on paper ISDAs,
later they may be NDFs on a central limit order book. But it’s the concept and availability
of currency hedging that is so important to Bitcoin’s development.
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The IRS’s announcement is similarly important.

Whether or not the IRS’s position is the correct one, the fact is we now have at least some
clear rules around Bitcoin taxation. Clear rules will allow merchants and legitimate users
of Bitcoin to transact with confidence and eventually use the system for retail customers.
Over time, those rules will likely have to change, but the process of setting standards has
begun.

These developments represent basic financial services infrastructure and rules that we take
for granted. But they’re critical for making a system work efficiently. And before it can go
fully mainstream, Bitcoin needs to have these and other basic infrastructure and rules
fleshed out.

These aren’t headline grabbing issues. Rather, we’re talking about the day-to-day
operational issues that market participants will rely on as a matter of course – things like:
security for segregated custodial Bitcoin accounts; sales taxation of Bitcoin transactions;
how companies account for Bitcoins on their financial statements; and liability rules of
erroneous transactions, among others.

By actively engaging with state, federal, and international authorities now, Bitcoin
proponents can (1) speed the development of the clear rules and infrastructure necessary
to support a Bitcoin market ecosystem; (2) help tailor those rules and infrastructure so
that they work with Bitcoin’s development, rather than inhibit it; and, perhaps mostly
importantly, (3) use government oversight as a way to establish Bitcoin’s credibility as a
system for everyday public use.

It is this last point that may actually be the most important. People will only use financial
systems if they are confident in its legitimacy.

Government oversight may actually be the best way to provide Bitcoin with the public
credibility it needs. Regulation can be onerous and is never without cost. But it also comes
with something else: a government seal of approval. It’s one of the reasons so many banks
advertise themselves with the tag line “Member FDIC.” It signals that the government has
to some extent signed off on their service. That’s credibility you can’t buy.

It’s impossible to predict the future for Bitcoin. But the development of these clear rules
and infrastructure surrounding Bitcoin will go a long way to determining whether it
realizes its potential as a game-changer in financial intermediation.

By engaging with regulatory authorities now, these developments can happen faster and
smarter, while creating enhanced credibility for the system as a whole.


